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Anatomy, androgy, anorexia
A-sexual, amorphous, ambiguous, aphoristic, archaic bodies
Autopsy
Bliss
Brides & Bachelors
Biology as Destiny
Battleground of the Sexes
Baudrillard’s Body, or the Massgrave of Signs
Caressing, castigated, castrated, culturally codified bodies
Constructed, corporeal, celestial bodies
Corpses
Drifters
Decaying, disintegrating, decomposing bodies
Dissected, distorted, deconstructed bodies
Duchamp’s desire engines: The Bride Stripped Naked by the Seven Bachelors, Even
Erotic, exotic, ethnic, exposed, embraced, erased bodies
Femme fragile – femme fatale – femme total: Flash your Flesh
Fluid, fluctuating, fashioned, fabricated, fractured, fragmented, frail bodies
Genes, genitals, gender
Genocides
Hysterics & histrionics
Homosexuals & heterosexuals
Hazardous bodies
Isolated, ideologically inscribed bodies
Is – I – eye - lands
Jouissance
Kinetic bodies
Killing machines
Lonely, longing, loving bodies
Masculine, masturbating, menstruating bodies
Material, mechanical, military, meditating bodies
Meandering, metonymical, mortal, metastatic bodies
Musical bodies – andante, adagio, piano – pianissimo, forte - fortissimo – crescendo
Naked bodies & nudes
Nuns, nurses, nymphs
Narcissistic, nationalistic, nameless bodies
Objectified, omnipresent, oppressed, ovulating bodies
Passionate, pious, pierced, psychotic, procreating bodies
Pleasure seeking, polymorphous perverse, poetic bodies
Performing, pornographic bodies
Phallus
Queer bodies
Raped, reproducing, robotic bodies
Radiant & radioactive bodies
Submissive, sexual, sensual, seductive, stripping bodies
Semiotic & satanic bodies
Traumatized, transgressive, transsexual, tattooed bodies
Textual theaters of the body
Tormented & tortured bodies
Talking bodies
Ubiquitous, universal bodies
Unicorns
Veiled vessels
Violated, visibly divisible bodies
Virgins & vamps
Wombs, widows, wantons
X-rayed, yearning, zealous bodies